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USB/Serial Applications Using TUSB3410/5052 and the VCP Software ....................................................................................................................... Connectivity Solutions



ABSTRACT TI's TUSB3410 and TUSB5052 devices can be used to implement flexible full-speed USB/serial bridging applications, including USB/RS232, USB/RS485, USB/IrDA, and others. There are several decisions that need to be made by a designer using any of TI's TUSBxxxx family of USB controllers, and these are covered in the application note VIDs, PIDs, and Firmware: Design Decisions When Using TI USB Device Controllers (SLLA154). The USB/serial application is somewhat different than the general case because of the turnkey driver/firmware provided by TI. The steps required to convert TI's materials into a productized solution are summarized in this document.
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Introduction TI provides a driver/firmware solution for USB/serial applications using TUSB3410/5052 and the VCP software. Although this solution is designed to be turnkey, there are a few steps that need to be taken by the designer to customize the solution. These steps are similar to those necessary for any TUSBxxxx application, which are covered in VIDs, PIDs, and Firmware: Design Decisions When Using TI USB Device Controllers (SLLA154), but differ somewhat as a result of the provided software. This document is intended to serve as a supplement to SLLA154 in USB/serial applications.
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VCP Driver/Firmware Overview TI’s Virtual COM Port (VCP) Driver/Firmware in conjunction with the TUSB3410 or TUSB5052 device provides a simple turnkey software solution for USB/serial bridge applications. Possibilities include: • USB/RS232 • USB/RS485 • USB/UART (for interface to microcontroller) • USB/IrDA The initial version of the driver was for Windows platforms only (Windows 98, Windows 2000, and Windows XP). At the time of writing, a beta copy is available for the following OSs: • Linux kernel 2.4 (beta) • Linux kernel 2.6.9 (beta) • Mac OS 9.2.2 (beta) • Mac OS 10.3 (beta) The Windows and Mac versions are available under TI's no-cost license agreement, while the Linux version is available under GNU General Public License. Contact TI for development updates on driver development. Most of the contents of this document apply to implementation with any operating system (OS), but some sections are dedicated to Windows only.
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Design Steps



In addition to development for other OSs, TI is dedicated toward continual improvements on the Windows drivers. Note that the Windows version of this software was formerly known as the UMP (USB MultiPort) driver/firmware, and this term can be found in the source code and earlier documentation. The function of this software has not changed, but the name has been changed to more clearly communicate its function.
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Design Steps When designing a TUSB3410/TUSB5052-based USB/serial solution, these steps need to be taken: 1. Obtain vendor ID (VID) and decide on a product ID (PID) 2. Determine the firmware location (on PC host or in EEPROM on the device) 3. Decide whether to serialize the device, and if so, how 4. Configure and program EEPROM 5. Configure the driver’s INF file to match the VID/PID on the device (Windows implementations) 6. Configure the installer



3.1



Determine VID/PID For USB compliance, any USB product must have a unique vendor ID and product ID. The OS uses the VID/PID combination to determine what driver to load. The VID and PID are reported to the USB host in the USB device descriptor when this descriptor is requested by the host. A unique VID can be obtained from the USB Implementers Forum (www.usb.org). A product ID can be whatever a vendor chooses, but since the VID/PID pair determines what driver is loaded, the same PID should not be given to two different products.



3.2



Determine Firmware Location Firmware in TUSBxxxx applications can either be stored on the USB host PC or in an EEPROM on the I2C port of the TUSB3410/TUSB5052. Storing it on the host has the advantage of simplifying the process of field firmware updates, since all that’s required for an update is replacing the firmware file on the host. Updating of firmware in the EEPROM requires use of a separate EEPROM update utility that TI plans to release in early 2005. Storing firmware in EEPROM in TUSB3410 applications has the advantage of automatically using the 3410's unique device ID as the USB serial number. If storing on the host, the only way to achieve a unique serial number is to serialize the EEPROM. See section 3.4. Note that TI does NOT recommend putting firmware in EEPROM when the device will receive its power from the USB. Although this scenario functions well in ordinary use, it can cause a problem with the USBCV application used during the USB certification and WHQL processes. Prior to July 2004, there were two versions of the firmware file: one for TUSB3410 (umpf3410.i51) and one for TUSB5052 (umpf5052.i51). In versions dated July 2004 or later, there are four firmware files. For each device, there is a version used for download and a version used for programming the EEPROM. Table 1. Firmware Binary Filenames Firmware Download



Firmware in EEPROM



TUSB3410



umpf3410.i51



umpe3410.i51



TUSB5052



umpf5052.i51



umpe5052.i51



The difference between umpfxxxx.i51 and umpexxxx.i51 is in the way they handle serial number reporting (see Section 3.5).
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3.3



EEPROM Selection EEPROM choice is largely determined by the outcome of the decisions in Section 3. 2. If firmware is being placed in the EEPROM, a 128kbit EEPROM should be enough for just about any application. The firmware is approximately 14K, leaving approximately 2K for header descriptor information If firmware is being stored on the host, the EEPROM need only be big enough to store descriptor info. This usually depends on how long the string descriptors are. 1kbit is probably enough for most applications. If the strings are long, a 2kbit device may be required.



3.4



Configure and Program EEPROM To store the VID/PID, it is necessary to use an EEPROM on the I2C bus. Without this, the device will report the default descriptors within TUSB3410/TUSB5052, which will cause non-compliance with the USB specification and result in potential conflicts with other devices. The VID/PID pair reported to the host is used to identify which driver to load. In Windows applications, the INF file performs this function, and therefore the designer must modify the file with the proper VID/PID (see Section 3.6). TI provides a simple DOS utility called the “Header Generator”, which can be downloaded from TI’s website (SLLC152). This utility inputs a text file that describes the EEPROM contents and outputs a binary file that can be downloaded to the EEPROM. The utility contains a README file with instructions, but they are summarized in the following sections.



3.4.1



Process the Configuration File with “Header Generator” Follow the instructions in the Header Generator file to process your configuration file. If firmware is being placed in EEPROM, make sure the firmware file is in the same directory as “header.exe”.



3.4.2



Program the EEPROM At this time, the recommended way to program the EEPROM is with a standalone EEPROM programmer. There are service providers that can program EEPROMs in bulk for production purposes. If filters can be selected for the EEPROM programmer, note that the proper filter is “absolute binary”.



3.5



EEPROM Serialization (TUSB3410) The OS uses the VID/PID combination to determine what type of device is attached and therefore what driver to load. But without a unique serial number, it can't differentiate between different devices of the same type. This is a problem in USB/serial applications because it is desirable for the OS to keep a consistent association between a given device and a COM port number. TUSB3410 applications have the option to serialize themselves so that the OS can differentiate them. If it is not acceptable for the OS to confuse the COM port assignment for a device in a multi-device system, serialization is recommended. If it is known that only one device will be attached to a host in most cases, the designer may choose not to serialize. Note that a side effect of serialization is that Windows will see every instance of your device as a new device, and therefore it will present the "Found New Hardware" dialog box and guide the user through the installation sequence. Windows does this every time it sees a new combination of VID, PID, and serial number values. Serialization can be implemented with one of two methods: • Serialize the EEPROM. To do this, include a serial number string descriptor in the EEPROM; then, for each EEPROM created, increment the value of this string. This incrementing procedure is provided by EEPROM programming equipment. • Store the firmware in EEPROM. The firmware is capable of extracting the serial number from the TUSB3410 device ID, a unique code in the chip. If firmware is in EEPROM, and if the serial number in EEPROM is the same as the default ("TUSB3410 ") this device ID value will be reported to the host. This does not occur if firmware is downloaded from the host, since descriptors are already reported before the firmware is downloaded. (Note that the string "TUSB3410 " must be identical
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to the default, which means there are exactly are eight trailing spaces. Since this string is already part of the firmware-in-EEPROM Header Generator utility script provided by TI, it should not be necessary to make any changes.) Template scripts provided with the Header Generator utility that simplify implementing either method.



3.6



Configure the INF If Windows is the OS, the INF file (file of extension *.inf) is the mechanism used to associate devices with drivers. A driver has one or more INF files. In the case of the VCP driver, there are two separate sub-drivers within the solution, each with it's own *.sys and *.inf files. For the Windows 2000/XP version of the driver, these are: umpusbxp.inf umpcomxp.inf



For Windows 98, these are: umpusb.inf umpport.inf



In each case, one INF represents the USB portion of the solution and the other represents the COM port presented to the system. After the VID/PID has been properly set in the device, the INF must be updated with the same VID/PID. The INF is also used to store strings that will appear in Windows to describe the device to the user. The INF is a text file, and so it can be easily changed using any text editor, such as Notepad. Although customization of the INF generally requires knowledge of the Windows Driver Model, TI has simplified this process for the VCP application by giving specific instructions within the INF files. All you need are your new VID and PID, as well as new strings. In each INF, lines to be modified are marked in the right margin with "TUSB3410 applications" or "TUSB5052 applications". If using TUSB3410, look for commented instructions above this line for how to modify. The same applies to TUSB5052.



3.7



Installer Customization In January 2005, TI released a new installer created with the InstallShield environment, in conjunction with co-installers written in Microsoft Visual C. This installer minimizes effort on the part of the user, reducing the need for user intervention. The driver files are left visible so that the INF files can be modified per Section 3.6. The installer itself is designed to be used without the need for customization. However, TI will provide the Installshield X project, and the source for the co-installers, upon request. Although the installer is designed to be used without modifications, there is one customization step that must take place. The installer needs to be aware of the VID/PID of your device, as well as a string called the hardware ID (HWID), which is another string located in the INF files. The installer uses a text file called "devices.txt", located in the \system subdirectory of the installer folder, to store these values. As with the INF, specific instructions have been placed within "devices.txt" to simplify this process. All you need are your new VID/PID. Also note that Windows will give the warning that the driver has not been certified. TI has successfully put the driver through HCT testing and plans to have official certification in the first quarter of 2005. However, note that when you make any changes to the INF, including the ones described in Section 3.6, Microsoft considers this a change to the driver, and the new driver files will need to be submitted to Microsoft under your company’s name in order achieve certification and eliminate this dialog box from the install process.
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No-EEPROM Implementations It is possible to design a TUSB3410/TUSB5052-based device that doesn't use an EEPROM. This solution reports the default descriptors located in the bootcode, including the default VID/PID, and firmware is downloaded from the host. However, doing so has two consequences: • The solution is not USB-compliant because it does not have the vendor’s unique VID
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•



A host that sees two devices with the same VID/PID and same serial number may not allow both of them to function.



For this reason, TI strongly discourages this configuration, unless the system is known to be an isolated bus that will not encounter any unknown devices that may conflict with your device.
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